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The following paper is a consideration of the relation to a given algebra

of algebras produced from it by the interchange of certain of the multipli-

cation constants for an assigned basis. In particular the process of multi-

plying parastrophically is studied somewhat, with some simple applications.

A very simple test is thus furnished for ascertaining whether a given algebra

is semi-simple or not, a test not always applicable but very simple when it is

applicable. The parastrophic algebra is not an invariant of the given algebra

but changes with a change of the basis. However certain expressions furnished

by the parastrophic algebra are invariant for the given algebra, at least in a

certain defined sense.

The parastrophic algebras are shown to be determinable when an operator

p' is determined, defined uniquely by p. In the important case (there are

also others) of a Dedekind algebra in canonical form, the operator p' corre-

sponds to the multiplication by a definite number of the algebra. The para-

strophic multiplication becomes then the original multiplication not by p but

by a definite number r of the algebra determined by p.

The results of much of the paper by Frobeniusf on hypercomplex numbers

are implied in the parastrophic multiplications and arrived at in a very direct

and simple manner. The introduction of the numbers k with their sig-

nificance indicates the manner of procedure in the reduction of an algebra to

its canonical form.{

1. We assume an algebra with a given multiplication table, the products

being linear in the variables implied in the numbers of the algebra. Related

to this multiplication will be other multiplication tables which we proceed to

define. These are chosen from an infinite variety of other related tables on

account of their simplicity. Each table defines an algebra which may or

may not agree with the original algebra. Thus let two general numbers of

these related algebras be

_ P = 2X-ei,       °~ = Yj)iei,
* Read before the Chicago section of the Society, December 29, 1914.

fSitzungsberichte  K.  Akademie  Berlin,   1903, pp. 504-537, 634-645.
I For terms in general see Shaw, Synopsis of Linear Associative Algebra, 1907.
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wherein the variables x and y run over assigned ranges, not at first specified,

and where the units e are any numbers from the algebra, r in number, not

subject to any conditional equation of a linear form, such as J^a, e, = 0,

unless every a vanishes.

We then define the original algebra by the equation of general multipli-

cation

Mi ■ pa = ^a;,- y, yak ek (i, j, k - 1, • • •, r).

The constants y are assigned in some manner, and may or may not run over

the same range as x and y. The related algebras that are mentioned here

will then be defined by the equations following, and will be named as indi-

cated, the original being the strophic:

M2 • po~ = ^.t¡y j yak ek, antistrophic,

M3 ■ pa = ^Xi y¡ y¡kj ek, preparastrophic,

Mi • pa = ^x¡ y, ykji ek, postparastrophic,

Mo • pa = ^Xi y¡ y¡ki ek, antipostparastrophic,

Mo ■ pa = 2^.rj y¡ yuj ek, antipreparastrophic.

The antistrophic is also called the reciprocal. With the exception of the

latter, the related algebras are in general not associative, even when the

given algebra is associative. For an interpretation of M2, ■ ■ •, Mo in terms

of operations in the given algebra, see § 7.

2. If we let a be in turn each of the units e, we can write out for each of the

six algebras a general table of multiplication, consisting of r equations, thus:

Mi ■ pej = Xe* X)k, X)k = I^Xi yijk,

M2 • pe, = ~52,ek Xjk, X)k = ¿^a;< y,ik,

M3 ■ pej = ^ek Xjk, Xjk = ~YLxi 7««.

Mi • pej = X)e* Xjk, Xjk = ^x¡ ykji,

Mo • pej = Y,ek Xjk, Xjk = J^Xi yjk¡,

Mo ■ pej = £e* Xjk, X% = J2xi 7*y •

3. The number p in each case may be looked upon as an operator upon the

following number, in fact it may be considered to be a linear substitution on

the units. We may arrange the coefficients X in r rows and columns, and form

a determinant for each case:

\Xjk\ U,k = 1, ■■■ ,r).

The column is indicated by the second subscript, the row by the first.    This
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determinant we shall indicate by A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, in the respective

cases, and if we need to indicate the number from which it arises, we shall

write A ( p ) with the proper superscript.

4. If we write the multiplication table of each of the algebras as a square

array, the multiplicands being the units e, arranged in order along the top

of the square, and the multipliers the units e arranged in order vertically

downwards, along the left side of the square, the product of e¡ into ek being

in the square on the line j and in column k, then we have the entry

Mi ■ e¡ek = £e¡ %•*,-,       M2 ■ e¡ ek = S^Yiyi,       M3 ■ e¡ ek = Eefyya,

Mi • e¡ ek = Y^ei y¡kj,       Ms ■ e¡ ek = ^e¿ ykij,       M6 ■ e¡ ek = Xe¿7o*-

If we compare these with the entries in the array of X's, we find that we

can deduce one set of arrays from the other and reciprocally. In all the

cases we change xt to e¡ and vice versa. We thus arrive at the simple rules

following :

To derive the determinant of each algebra for the general number we change

e to x in the multiplication table indicated, deriving A1 from Mo, A2 from M3,

A3 from Mi, A4 from M2, A8 from Mi, A6 from Mb.

To derive the multiplication table of each algebra we change x to e in the deter-

minant array indicated, deriving Mx from A5, M2 from A4, M3 from A2, Mi

from A3, Mb from A6, Ms from A1.

5. The relationship of the X's to each other is seen more clearly if we use

the notation of general vector algebra,* which gives us each X as an inner

product:

X)k = Ao ek i pej ),        X)k = A0 ek ( e¡ p ),       X)k = A0 e¡ ( pek ),

Xjk = AoPÍeke¡),       Xjk = A0piejek),       X% = A0 ejiekp).

Considering p as an operator (linear substitution) we may write p' for the

transverse operator and then these expressions become ( k indicating columns,

j rows) the following inner products:

Xjk = Ao ek i pej ),       X)k = A0 ek ( e¡ p ),       X)k = A0eki p' e¡ ),

Xjk = A0eki pe'j ),       Xjk = A0 ek ( e'¡ p ),       X% = A0ek( e} p' ).

6. From this notation we see that we may consider p as a linear vector

operator in each case.    The respective determinants becomef

* Ao ■ pa = 2x¡ y i.   This notation the author has used in other papers.

•Mo • A,a¡ ••• a.A.ßi ••• ß. = (- 1 )*«<•-» |4o-«¡ftl, (í,j - 1, •••,«),
At, • A. cu ■ • • a, .4, <bßi ■ ■ ■ <bß, = At¡A,<j>' a¡ ■ ■ ■ <t>' a,A,ßi ■ ■ ■ ß,.
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A1 = tAo Ar ei e2

A2 = tAo AT ei e2

A3 = tAo Ar ei e2

A4 = tAo Ar ei e2

A6 = tAo Ar ei e2

A6 = tA0 Ar ei e2

er Ar ( pei ) ( pe2 ) ■■■ ( per ),

eTAr(eip)(e2p) ■■■ (eT p),

er AT(p' ex) (p'e2) • •• (p' er),

er Ar (pe[)(pe'i) • • • ( pe'r ),

er AT (e\ p) (e2 p) ■■■ ( e'r p ),

erAr(ei p') (e2p') ■ ■ ■ (er p'),

where (t = ( - 1 )'<»-"/*).

We see from these forms at once that we have identically A3 = A1, A6 = A2,

and, by writing out the determinants, A4 = A6. Owing to the alternating

character of the expressions AT, they are not altered if we substitute e¡ + he,

for e,-, where h is any arbitrary scalar multiplier. But a repetition of similar

substitutions would enable us to introduce a new basis, which we can repre-

sent by ei, 62, • • •, er, where e¿ = <£e¿, <¡> being a linear substitution on the

basis such that | <p | + 0. That is to say, in place of each e in the forms above

we may write «; but it is to be noticed that the combinations with p are still

formed under the original multiplication table. If now we desire to consider p

as expressed in terms of the basis e, and also make our inner product A0 refer

to the new defining units, we must remember that if Ä0 refers to the basis e

just as A0 to the basis e,

A'oK = Ao to1-1 4T11,

where <p' is the transverse of <f>.    We will let <¡><p' = tp, which is self-trans-

verse.    Then

A'o K = Ao M'1 Ï ■

Also we notice that A'o£0(t;) = A'0 f W \p_1 (£)] and () p' for basis e is

f [{«T1 0 \p' ] f or basis e; p' ( ) for e is t{p' (^U)} fore.

The expression Xjk becomes under this change of basis (p now in terms

of e)
'Xjk - A'o tk(ptj) = Ao <p'~l ek(p<pej)

and thus the determinant in terms of A'a, which we may represent by 'A1, is

'A1 = Ao Ar 4>' ei 0' e2 ■ • • <p' er AT ( P4>"1 n ) ( ptf/"1 «,)•••(p4>"1 +)(- )}r(r_1),

which reduces to

|*|.|*-i|.A»-AS

and it is evident that A1 is invariant under a change of basis.

It is obvious that corresponding changes in the other determinants will

leave them also invariant.

7. Returning   to   § 2   and   using   the   last equations  in  § 5,  and   since
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£ = XX Aoeki, we see that we may define the six multiplications in terms of

p and the operator p' thus:

Mi ■ pej = pej,       M2 • pe¡ = e¡ p,       M3 ■ pej = p' e¡,

Mi ■ pej = pej,       M5 ■ pe3 — e¡ p,       M6 • pej — e, p'.

When neither letter is accented we have the original strophic multiplication.

The general formula of multiplication is then easily found by substituting the

general number a for e,. There is obviously no essential difference between

an algebra and the anti-algebra save as to which of the two numbers we

consider to be the multiplicand. We may further omit the multiplication

syrmbol M, since the three essentially different types of multiplication are

now indicated definitely by writing

per , p' cr , per',

which are respectively the strophic, preparastrophic, postparastrophic, for p

into a, and are the corresponding anti-algebra for p by cr.

8. When the strophic is associative, we have

p-cr-  ()   =  (per)  •  (), p'-cr'-  ()  =  (a ■ p ■ )'()   =  (<rp)'(),

with similar equations for the post multiplication.    Hence

in)'S - tf p'i  or   [OvYi-v'liYi].

Therefore we have the following equation in the determinants :

A5(£) -A2(t,) = A3(t,) -A8(£).

We might equally well have written £ [?? () ]' = £ 0' " v' whence

A4(£) -AHv) = A«(,) • A4(£).

It follows at once when A4 ( £ ) = A6 ( £ ) 4= 0 that we have identically

A'(V) - A'U) = A2(^) = A°iv).

Further we have easily

p'wt) = (w)'€ or o'u's)-hon,
and at once

A5(t,'£) = A8(£) .A'(ii) = A4(t/£) = A2(77) • A4(£).
Also

Wp' = HpvY  or   iW)(Y = Z[i)vY,
giving

AW) = A'(£)A2(r,) = A4(,/£).

These equations express Frobenius' fundamental theorems.

9. The general equation of the number p, whether for pre- or post-multi-
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plication, has certain irreducible factors of determinant form corresponding

to the invariant regions of p. Let one of these be 3> corresponding to an

invariant region of order s, then we can also write

<ï> = ps — mi p8_1 + m2 ps~2 — • • • ( — )s ms ei

and for a certain set of s units e2, • • ■, es+i we have for premultiplication,

$e, = 0,        i = 2, ■ ■ ■ , s + 1,

and for a certain set of s units a2, • • •, as+i we have a, $> = 0.

The coefficient ms may then be written in the form

ms = Ao Aa(pe2)(pe3) ■ ■ ■ ( pes+i )Ase2e3 ■ ■■ es+i ( - ^"-V

= Ao A, (a2 p ) ( a3 p) ■■■ ( as+i p)Asa2a3 ■■ ■ as+1 ( - )*«<«-» .

We will now operate upon both these with the generalized Hamiltonian oper-

ator* V, giving

Vm. = T,'tlAiAs-i(pe2) ■■■ (i) ■■■ (pes+1 )A. e2 e3 ■ ■ • es+1 ■ ( - )*»<•-»+*. ci

= J^aiAiA^i(aip) ■■■ (i) ■■■ (as+ip) Asa2a3 ■•• as+i • (-)*•<•-»+<

= 2< £' et e'¡ ¿o A*-i ( Pei ) • ' " ( i ) ' • " ( Pes+i ) A*-i e2 ■■■ (t)

■ ■ ■ e5+1 ( - )«-«

= 23¿£( e'i et Ao As-i (a2 p) ■ ■ ■ (i) ■ ■ ■ (as+i p ) .ls_i a2 ■ ■ • (t)

■ ■ ■ a5+1 ( - )*«<«-» .

The ( i ) indicates an omitted factor.

Multiplying postparastrophically and preparastrophically into $ we have,

since <Pe, = 0 = a,; <ï>,

Vm, *' = 0 = <£' Vms.

Again, since for any number a the first scalar invariant in the field that

$ annuls is given by

( _ )i.C-U TOf) = ,l0 ¿f (»Xi) • • • X. ii. Xi ■ • ■ Xs

+ ^lo ¿I« Xi (aX2 ) • ■ • X» Aê Xi • • • X« +

where the numbers X are linearly independent, we have

Ao(ap) Vm, = mV (a ) m',s) = A0 (pa ) VmV = A0a( Am'," p') =AQa(p' Vm?') •

Now mi (a) is linear in the coefficients of a and we may therefore set

m\s)(a) = AoffKa,       ks = J^ei mf (e¿),
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and the numbers k so defined for the different values of s are constant for the

basis e. They usually vary for the change of basis. Making this substitution

and remembering that a is any number we have

m? k, = Vml'1 p' = p'vró",    or    k, ( m? p'_1 ) = Vm("\

It is to be remembered that as the numbers X were linearly independent

this equation holds for those values of p that make pe2, pe3, ■ ■ ■ , pes+i linearly

independent.    In such case m(/) 4= 0, and we have

ks = V log to(ss) p' = p' V log m¥.

By parastrophic multiplication we see that we have also

m?' ks ? = vm(.'> ( £p )',       m« ?*.-(/»€)' Vm(.".

10. If we multiply the different k's for the p different irreducible factors

of the general equation by arbitrary constants c and add we have

Jje. ks = p' V log (m<f • m<f • • • m'sf).

This cannot vanish identically for arbitrary values of the constants without

the product in the parenthesis being constant in the coefficients of p, which

is absurd.    Hence the different numbers k are linearly independent.

What has been said above for certain irreducible factors of the general

equation will hold equally well for products of these factors, no factor being

repeated and for the regions corresponding. If however we study an irre-

ducible factor raised to a power not higher than its power in the general pre-

latent equation, or the general postlatent equation, we see from the formula

above that we have no new k but simply a multiple of the original k , which

multiple is k times the power of the irreducible factor. A similar statement

will hold for the numbers deduced from combinations of the irreducible factors,

and we find thus combinations of the form ^,ßs ks , where the numerical values

ß are the indices of the powers of the factors. When these are the indices in

the general prelatent equation we arrive at a special number we will call ki.

It is evident that

ki = XX m'i ( ei ) = £^o ßj i et e¡ ) • e¿ = XX e'j ■

There is likewise a number arising from the postlatent equation which will be

called k2 ,
«2 = XXmí'(e¿) = JleiAoejieje¡) = Yae'iei-

From these we have easily

m\ip) = AoPKi,        m['Íp)=A0pK2.
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Further ki = Vp', «2 = p' V • We have in a manner entirely similar to the

process above

«i = V log m'r p',       k2 = p' V log m'r'.

These forms for /ci, k2 are particularly simple. Setting the expressions for «i

equal and those for n2 equal we have easily

V(p'/m'r) = 0 = (p'/m'r')V.

We cannot assume from these that the expressions in the parentheses are

constants for the vanishing is due partly to the hypercomplex multiplication

and not wholly to the differentiation.

From the definition we see that if we change the basis we have

Ao an = A'o aipK = A'0 a«e,

where kc signifies that we find the number k for the new basis. Comparing

these equations we have at once Ke = 4/K > since a is any number. This equa-

tion holds for all the numbers k .

11. It is clear from the last equations in § 9 that the only number that

will give k£' = k or £' k = k , for any given irreducible factor, will be the

number for which for that latent region p£ = p = %p for all values of p in

the region which have a non-vanishing m, that is it will be the partial modulus

of the latent region.    Again, since ym¿ $' = 0, it follows that also

Ks $' = 0 = $' ks .

The number k is thus entirely within the sth latent region of p', either pre

or post.

12. It is evidently an interesting question to answer as to when p' is itself

not simply an operator determined by p, but a number of the system. If we

let the semi-simple subalgebra of A be B and the maximal invariant nilpotent

system be N, then A = B + N. Now let us suppose that p is a number in N

and has a transverse p' = t in the algebra A. Then since the product of p

into any number £ of the system is in N, we have if ß is in B

Aoß(pt) = 0 = AoHp'ß) = AoHrß) (for any t).

Hence rß = 0, for ß in B. But the modulus ei is in B and thus rei = t = 0,

and therefore A0 ß ( r£ ) = 0 = A0 £ ( pß ), and p = 0.

13. It follows at once that if every number of the algebra has a transverse

in the algebra, then the algebra has no maximal invariant nilpotent system

and is a Dedekind algebra.

This furnishes an extremely simple proof that every finite group defines a

Dedekind algebra of a special kind, a Frobenius algebra.    For if the operators
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of the group are represented by ei, • • • e„, then we may represent the product

d e¡ by Cy; and if p = XX» e¿ we have

A0 XX ei ( XX e.j £f* ek ) = Ao XX e¿ ( ̂ jx¡ tk ejk ) = XX* x¡ tk

¿o ¡E^^(Zaie7' Z**0 = ¿o Z1** «* 5X/*< e7< = JX^ÍT,' = 2X/*V*-
It is obvious then that the transverse of p = XX» e» Is in the algebra and is

T = p' = XX ejl.

Likewise in the semi-simple system let the units be Xpq where Xpq Xrs = ôqr Xps,

the symbol ôqr having the value 0 if « 4= r, and 1 if q = r.    Then we have

Ao  / .Znn Apg (  / .Xuv Au[)   / Xnh l^gh )   =  Aq  /  .Zyn Aj>g ( /  .Xuv tvh huh )   =   / Xuh. Xuv tvh ,

Ao 2—i*uh "i* ' s -Xuv Xuv 2-fîvq "p« ) = "0 2—i*Qti Xgh i 2^xpv zvq hvq )

—     / ¿vn Xpy Zpq •   .Zuh. Xuv tvh .

Thus the transverse of p exists and is

p' = t = 2-,xvu Xuv.

It would be interesting to apply to these two examples the preceding the-

orems, but we will content ourselves only with pointing out that for the group

Kl = Vp' = XX eil = nei = k2 ,

that is, n times the identical operator. For the semi-simple or Dedekind

algebra
«i = k2 = vp' = XX™ A»" = 1Lwi vi,

where to) and rjj are respectively the orders of the integral subalgebras and

their partial moduli.

14. If the basis of the algebra is subjected to the non-singular transforma-

tion <p, and <p<p' = \j/, we have seen already that any operator d' becomes

ypd' i/'-1, hence as operator, p' on the new basis would be \pp' ^_1 in terms of

the old basis. Hence the transverse of p on the new basis in terms of the

units of the old basis is not t but becomes

t, = \b[ ri/'-1 ei ]

where ei is the modulus, and re cr = 4> [ Tip-1 a}.    Hence

r, ipei = ypr,        r€ \pe¡ = \J/ ( re£ ).

These equations are not satisfied for every value of 0, nor \[s, but only for

those values which permit of the simultaneous existence of the equations.

In other words, if we let t run through the entire range of numbers in the alge-

bra we must have in all cases as a condition on \p

ypr = t, \pei = \p (r^_1 ei )4,ei = i>ei (^_1 ei • t) .
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We may state thus the condition on \p from this equation : If we form the

multiplication table for the original basis, and then operate on multipliers,

multiplicands, and products all alike by either ( t^ei )_1 ̂  ( ) or ip () (í/'ei)-1

the new table must be still a correct multiplication table for the algebra.

It is to be noticed that ypei is a multiple of «i = k2 for the new basis. It

is also evident that k = Hi = k2 must have an inverse. Any operator <f> which

leads to i/' such that \pei = k does not have an inverse, is not permissible.

The same algebra may therefore be such that it permits a transverse for

every number on some bases but not on others.

15. When p' = r is in the algebra the preparastrophic and the postpara-

strophic multiplications can be defined in terms of the strophic multiplication.

For example, in the case of an abstract group, parastrophic multiplication by

p is strophic multiplication by ^a:,- eT1 ■

Univeristy of Illinois.


